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THE UNITED ARAB EMIRATES (UAE), REFLECTING THE 1971 POLITICAL UNION OF
SEVEN Middle Eastern (Gulf Coast) enclaves (“sand dunes” to derisive philatelists), is at this point a
prodigiously evolving world nation, oil-propelled but with its priorities distinctly long-term oriented.
From 1982, the UAE has had an established, generally sound, and numismatically challenging dirham

currency: 1 dirham = 100 fils, some catalogue listings (as 1000) notwithstanding. The UAE currently shares with
neighboring nations highly interesting monetary aspirations for years soon to come. 

Think Euro-like multinational currency, a (new) common monetary unit with, say, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain,
Kuwait, Oman, Qatar.  I’ve been privileged to meet with monetary people in Abu Dhabi, at the UAE central bank,
and there and through the English-language press in Dubai, to gain significant insights, although time-lines have
been changing and specific countries have not been stipulated.  The UAE government has been reported highly
responsive to the idea.

This column was penned and dispatched several months ago, a logical follow-through to a second extended
visit to the Emirates (and beyond), but has been succeeded by a flurry of further Emirati press clippings—we’ve
family over there—and by enhanced realization of how cataloguers do have their work cut out for them, even listing
new varieties and dates in a time of flux being anything but an easy job. 

Above:  Skyscrapers of Abu Dhabi, the United Arab Emirates capital city, as they appear on the central bank’s 1000 dirhams top value
(close to $300), from 1998.  This 2006 printing is in current circulation.  Below:  Exotic architecture, Dubai style, the likeness of a dhow
(traditional sailing ship), the Sama’a (on reverse), compares with this illustration of the unlikely Dubai Creek Golf and Yacht Club edifice.
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For this columnist in his Paper Money relationship, “proofs” are received and checked at press time, a much
appreciated editorial courtesy, and in this instance changes are anything but trivial.  We do plan a major article on
UAE and forerunner folding money, and related monetary issues, and museum visits in Dubai (Sheikh Saeed Al
Maktoum House) and in Sharjah and Al Ain have been distinctly helpful.  The fact that the much-sought monetary
union, with its UAE participation, has been questioned in the headlines, such matters as the location (which coun-
try, which city?) of the proposed central bank, having been deemed non-negotiable, renders talk of final dirham
issues and a new currency unit, somewhat premature.  Some perspective on the monetary heritage of the highly his-
toric trading area should offer useful perspective for collectors, if and when, as seems likely, some form of monetary
union should succeed. 

Paper money is of relatively recent origin in Arabian Gulf areas, though local and international coinage of
intrinsic value dates from antiquity.  Splendid exhibits of such items can be viewed in Dubai.  An early form of fold-
ing money to gain acceptance was “Pilgrims’ Receipts,” specifically intended to serve for pilgrimages to Saudi
Arabia. “Gulf Rupees,” color-differenced Indian rupees, were prepared specifically for Gulf States circulation.  The
1960s saw riyal-denominated notes, relatively short-lived, with “Qatar & Dubai” designation.  An UAE Currency
Board, six-denomination “dirham” release, no longer redeemable (the Central Bank informs me), has a “camel cara-
van” unifying vignette, and extends to distinctly scarce values.  Central Bank issues, all of which currently remain
cashable, date from 1982.

Top and above:  Passing years are reflected in design changes and security enhancements, as with this 50 dirhams medium value, issues of
1982 and 2006.  Depicted is an oryx, an endanged species in the Gulf States.  Note the conversion to MICR-style “western” digits, lower
right, on the more recent release.  Below:  The Emirates’ workhorse denomination, the red 100 dirhams, depicts Al Fahidie Fort in Dubai.
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Such current notes tend to be those most accessible—and most collected.  The notes are distinctly attrac-
tive, especially when new or near-new, and over the years have undergone a sequence of anticounterfeiting and
related enhancement.  All eight present values, the 5 dirhams through 1000 dirhams, depict the Arabian falcon, the
national bird of prey, the blue 500 dirhams featuring the bird most prominently.  A smaller bird of prey (the spar-
rowhawk, I’m informed) is to be seen as the watermark and as a minor engraving.  The 50 dirhams (think $15 to
$20) depicts the Arabian oryx, a two-horned antelope (currently deemed endangered) which, if viewed sideways,
resembles the unicorn, and indeed may have suggested or reinforced that fabled image. 

Four note values (5, 10, 50, 100 dirhams) date from the establishment of the Central Bank, with the 500
dirhams having been added in 1983, the 200 dirhams in 1989, and the 20 and 1000 dirhams in 1998. The 200
dirhams, at one point essentially out of circulation, has recently been reintroduced in new colors, dated 2004.  Most
recently, the International Bank Note Society reports a new UAE 100 dirhams, the national arms on the face having
been enhanced by a ring of seven stars, a likely allusion to the seven united emirates.  Emirati notes, I have been
informed at the Central Bank, are the work of two European security printers, which they decline to name. I would,
however, expect the heraldic modification to appear in due course on other denominations.

Recent Central Bank releases carry what appears to be the date of production, AH on the essentially Arabic
face, AD on the English back.  Not all denominations are turned out in a given year, and minor surprises result
from the fact that the two “years” do not, in general, coincide.

“One step closer to G[ulf] C[ooperation] C[ouncil] currency” ... “Monetary union officially delayed” ...
“UAE pulls out of monetary union, Analysts predict the move will mean the end of unity plans.”  Such are news
headlines which have been reaching me from Dubai.  A united Gulf currency ... so near and yet so far, it would
seem. (The country and city of the proposed new central bank building is at the heart of the dissention, it appears.) 

Of course, UAE notes and related memorabilia are and remain distinctly collectible, whether for a “one of
each country” accumulation, or a detailed study of past, present, and possible futures.

We’ll keep you informed ... but it is interesting that the future of this much-discussed multinational mone-
tary unit is, temporarily or otherwise, more in doubt than it was even a few months back.                                         v

Top:  The UAE’s lowest value of present-day folding money, the brown 5 dirhams, illustrates the central souk (marketplace) of Sharjah
emirate.  Still lower values, 1 dirham, 50 fils, and (less commonly) 25 fils, are base-metal coins, with price rounding a common practice.
Above:  A tough forerunner issue of Qatar & Dubai Currency Board, the low-value 1 ryal, depicts, as do higher denominations, local ship-
pin, oil extraction, and desert palms.
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